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The Library Card
2012

the lives of four young people in different
circumstances are changed by their encounters with
books

The Library Card
1998

the lives of four young people in different
circumstances are changed by their encounters with
books four humorous poignant stories about how books
changed the lives of several youngsters

D.W.'s Library Card
2001

d w gets her own library card but panics when she
learns she may lose it if her library book is lost

Sam's First Library Card
2003

sam is excited to get his very first library card he
loves to read books and now he can take them home with
him but sam learns that having a library card means
being responsible full color

Millie’s Library Card
2019-07-30



meet millie jacobson a delightful caring child growing
up in a metropolitan city with her mother father and
twin brother tj the jacobsons have family values that
are not uncommon to those times love respect and trust
are critical to their family unit this story is a focus
on that love millie and tj get their first independent
library cards today the joy of knowing you can borrow
books on your own merit is a goal for many of the
children in their neighborhood but much more so for
millie and tj in the excitement of traveling through
the fantasies of each book millie looses her library
card she overcomes the embarrassment through the love
and friendship displayed by tj you will enjoy meeting
millie and tj as much as i enjoy presenting them

Library Card
2018-10-17

this retro library card themed notebook will surely
bring a smile to any book lover size 6 x 9 120 ruled
pages soft matte cover

Passport to Knowledge -- Your Library
Card and how to Use It!
1955

co author madelyne spann a lifelong avid reader has
spent most of her adult career working in the library
system encouraging both young and old the value of
reading in retirement she continues to purchase and
distribute a variety of books for family and friends it
is that passion for reading that inspired the next book
in may book series titled may wants a library card may
and her day care class go on a field trip to the local
public library the library staff has a special day of



activities lined up to help the children explore all
the tools and resources the library has to offer
madelyne has included a few real life former colleagues
into the storyline this tribute story honors their team
effort of working at a library and hopefully inspires
both young and old but especially kids to visit their
local library to get their own library card

May Wants A Library Card
2023-05-18

how would you like to triple the number of people in
your community with a library card and see them using
your library regularly this exciting and inspiring how
to brims with proven techniques and tips from
librarians across the country with the remarkable
popular campaign known as the power card challenge
patrick jones and his colleagues at the houston public
library enrolled well over 200 000 new library users
they also watched circulation of juvenile materials
increase by over 33 percent encouraged by this success
jones surveyed and studied more than 50 other campaigns
aimed at both adults and kids in clear helpful detail
he walks us through the greatest success stories packed
with surefire advice from libraries large and small
this book will stir your imagination and give the
material to help you avoid having to start from scratch
includes dozens of sample brochures press kits ads
handouts strategic plans budget outlines meeting
minutes and other documents

Running a Successful Library Card
Campaign
2002



matte soft cover 180 lined pages inside 5 5 x 8 5
inches library card journal notebook the cover features
a white background with a library card design perfect
for your school work notebook or a journal to capture
your thoughts the cover is a matte soft cover inside
consists of 180 lined pages

A Passport to World Knowledge -- Your
Library Card
1954

the fast paced and complex pr role is becoming
increasingly important as libraries need to respond
quickly to the changing media landscape and the country
s demographic shifts written by high profile experts in
the pr field the library pr handbook is the essential
reader for those looking to spice up their library s
message and get the word out

Library Card Journal (Notebook,
Diary, Library Card)
2016-05-04

after finally getting her first library card arthur s
little sister d w tries to check out her favorite book
with humorous results

Passport to World Knowledge
1954

generations of children have fallen in love with amelia
bedelia the housekeeper so literal minded that she puts
sponges in her sponge cake and pitches a tent by



throwing it into the woods now fans can find out what
amelia bedelia was like when she was a little girl just
starting school in the picture book amelia bedelia s
first library card young amelia bedelia and her
classmates visit the library exploring the shelves of
books volunteering at the front desk and meeting the
librarians is so fun but amelia bedelia s favorite part
is getting her very own library card amelia bedelia s
first library card is a love letter to reading
libraries librarians and books author herman parish is
a nephew of peggy parish the creator of amelia bedelia

The Library PR Handbook
2009-07-02

as boy in the segregated south author richard wright
was determined to borrow books from the public library
his story illustrates the power of determination in
turning a dream into reality full color

D. W.'s Library Card
2003-07-01

with tightened library budgets the norm librarians run
the risk of cutting back so much that they isolate
themselves from their patrons and their communities
this doesn t have to happen the outreach methods
detailed in this book range from simple actions to
detailed processes each of the 26 chapters provides
helpful information for both those new to library
outreach and those with years of experience

Rules and Regulations of the Public



Library of the City of Boston
1896

an eccentric homage and passionate clarion call tls a
hymn of praise to the palaces of delight that should
grace every street corner absolutely exquisite ian
mcmillan john bevis is a writer and book lover on an
eccentric quest to obtain a membership card from every
library authority in england in a ten year mission
criss crossing the country from solihull to slough from
cleveland to cornwall he enrols at libraries of all
shapes and sizes monuments to art deco or brutalism a
converted corset factory one even shaped like a pork
pie with the architectural eye of pevsner and the
eavesdropping ear of bill bryson he engages us at every
step with anecdotes and aperçus about the role of the
public library in our national life while ruing its
decline in the age of austerity as interested in the
people he finds as he is in the buildings and their
history he is a humane witty and erudite guide the
result is a book to be treasured by anyone who has ever
used a library

Amelia Bedelia's First Library Card
2013-05-28

it doesn t matter is rj hears compliments or
constructive feedback he is never sure how to respond
with guidance from his family rj learns why feedback
even when it s difficult to accept is information he
can use to become a better person

Richard Wright and the Library Card
1997



here is a highly readable guide to strategies and
projects that have helped over 100 public libraries
gain community support and funding during challenging
times marylaine block integrates survey responses from
innovative library directors with her research analysis
and extended interviews to showcase hundreds of winning
programs and services the strategies explored include
youth services the library as place partnerships
marketing stressing the economic value library 2 0
outreach and helping the community achieve its
aspirations projects are described in practitioners own
words with additional examples drawn from libraries
long range plans annual reports programs and sites as
well as from news stories and library literature the
result is a rich source of ideas and inspiration for
those who want their libraries to thrive not merely
survive supported by the author s page

Library Notes
1886

los angeles transportation s epic scale its iconic
freeways union station los angeles international
airport and the giant ports of its shores has obscured
many offbeat transit stories of moxie and eccentricity
triumphs such as the vincent thomas bridge and mac
barnes s ground link buspool have existed alongside
such flops as the santa monica freeway diamond lane and
the oxnard los angeles caltrain commuter rail the city
of angels lacks a propeller driven monorail and a
freeway in the paved bed of the los angeles river but
not for a lack of public promoters horace dobbins built
the elevated california cycleway in pasadena and mike
kadletz deployed the pink buses for orange county kids
hitchhiking to the beach join charles p hobbs as he
recalls these and other lost episodes of la area



transportation lore

Library Youth Outreach
2014-01-07

our library card inspired children s tote bag is the
perfect size for carrying all those books home from the
library product details 100 cotton canvas flat tote 10
5 w x 10 5 h 5 5 strap hanging made in the usa

Library and Information Services for
Literacy, Productivity, and Democracy
1991

transform any public library into a truly sustainable
organization not just environmentally sustainable but
economically and socially sustainable as well by
following the directions and practices described in
this book sustainability in the context of ensuring the
long term success of a public library involves more
than green initiatives and conserving resources
sustainability for libraries also describes efforts to
increase their institutions relevance to their
communities as well as to make their programs socially
equitable and economically feasible a substantial
challenge this book is a powerful tool that public
librarians library directors and library managers can
use to create a triple bottom line tbl sustainable
library to lead sustainability initiatives in their
community and to identify and adjust their current
practices that are considered sustainable to improve
performance the chapters focus on the elements of
library sustainability separately first addressing
economic and environmental sustainability before
examining the aspects of internal workforce and



external community facing social sustainability the
author presents numerous case studies throughout the
book that enable readers to better understand how the
sustainability principles described play out in the
real world

Library Journal
1891

the library of congress brings booklovers an enriching
tribute to the power of the written word and to the
history of our most beloved books featuring more than
200 full color images of original catalog cards first
edition book covers and photographs from the library s
magnificent archives this collection is a visual
celebration of the rarely seen treasures in one of the
world s most famous libraries and the brilliant catalog
system that has kept it organized for hundreds of years
packed with engaging facts on literary classics from
ulysses to the cat in the hat to shakespeare s first
folio to the catcher in the rye this package is an ode
to the enduring magic and importance of books

The Cost of Maintaining and Updating
Library Card Catalogs
1969

based on a scene from wright s autobiography black boy
in which the seventeen year old african american
borrows a white man s library card and devours every
book as a ticket to freedom



Papers and Proceedings of the ...
General Meeting of the American
Library Association
1889

learn how to provide better service to distance
information users this book is the result of the
conference held in may 2004 in scottsdale arizona
focusing on librarians challenges providing service to
nontraditional faculty and students respected
authorities discuss in detail specific problems and
fresh strategies and solutions to further promote
service to distance information users each chapter
tackles a particular issue such as collaboration
outside the contributor s organization or how services
can be monitored and assessed to gauge quality and
fully explains what can be done to address those issues
each distinguished contribution was carefully selected
by a 26 member advisory board using a juried abstracts
process thorough bibliographies useful figures tables
and graphs provide accessibility and clarify ideas some
of the topics in this book include the promotion of
library services to native american students the
planning and development process of a project to create
a based multi media instruction tool for off campus
graduate students an examination of direct linking
tools provided by major aggregators distance learning
for the learning disabled distance learning
implementation strategies for institutions course
management software cms and library services
integration a survey of association of research
libraries offered services the do s and don ts of
videoconferencing on and off campus an ebooks
collection study one on one research coaching via
digital reference service an online tool that assesses



students research skills and attitudes creating a
library cd for off campus students expanding student
and faculty access to information services the
collaboration with faculty on electronic course
reserves developing assessment questions for services
supporting off campus learning programs providing
secure off campus access to library services beyond
proxy servers and much much more the eleventh off
campus library services conference proceedings is an
invaluable comprehensive resource detailing the latest
challenges and solutions for on and off campus
librarians

Papers and Proceedings of the ...
Annual Meeting of the American
Library Association Held at ...
1890

curriculum materials collections and centers legacies
from the past visions of the future captures the
evolution of the education collections and services
integral to teacher preparation edited by rita kohrman
education resources librarian at grand valley state
university the book provides practical applications for
curriculum material center cmc operations that focus on
the fundamental needs of students faculty and current
teachers

An English Library Journey: With
Detours to Wales and Northern Ireland
2022-03-23

jodie broom a 12 year old girl almost 13 is like most
girls her age she loves her friends music and is always



up for a good adventure what she treasures above all
else are books and she is consumed by them reading and
collecting whatever she can to satisfy her voracious
appetite for stories facts and history but jodie lives
in the year 2075 and more than fifty years have passed
since the banning of books and paper it s a time when
no one can own a printed book or even print photographs
in this e world experiences are largely simulated from
the reconstituted food to the zoo that only shows films
of all the extinct species with her student library
card which gives her the ability to time travel jodie
discovers that she and her friends can experience
historical events and meet legendary characters and can
also find and bring home her precious books to keep
safe in her secret hiding place

Thanks for the Feedback, I Think
2018-01-23

The Thriving Library
2007

Hidden History of Transportation in
Los Angeles
2014-11-04

Library Card (Yellow) Kid's Tote Bag
2018-02-02



Creating the Sustainable Public
Library
2018-03-15

The Card Catalog
2017-04-04

Notes From an Even Smaller Island
2008-11-15

Library School Rules
1894

Richard Wright and the Library Card
1997

The Eleventh Off-Campus Library
Services Conference Proceedings
2013-01-11

Final Report; Application of a



Telereference System to Divisional
Library Card Catalogs
1958

Curriculum Materials Collections and
Centers
2012

Jodie and The Library Card
2017-01-15

Library of Congress Subject Headings
2011

Hand-book for Readers in the Boston
Public Library
1890
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